
1 Opposition plans no- trust motion against Modi
govt. 

1 Arrived at consensus on ties in Bali: China 

6 Welcome happening 

6 Drawn from gig workers’ struggles, hewn in
Rajasthan 

6 Moving away from the ‘take-make-dispose’
model 

7 Child, law, and consensual sex 

8 Himachal floods: a man- made disaster? 

9 Full-reserve banking: where banks act solely as
custodians of customers’ money 

11 Lok Sabha passes contentious Biological
Diversity Bill amid din 

12 Govt. move to table J&K Bill draws flak from
political parties 

14 CBIC detects 9,300 fake GST accounts, ₹11,000 cr.
evasion 

14 IMF lifts India growth forecast a tad to 6.1% 

II The arduous quest to find the shape of the
electron’s charge 

3 LAC actions eroded trust, public and political
basis of our ties: Doval to Wang

3 Opp plans no-trust motion, Rahul to PM: Call
us what you want, we are INDIA 

7 Nipah virus circulation in bats across 9
states, 1 UT: ICMR-NIV

8 Bill to bring various names of 12 tribal groups
in ST list gets RS clearance

8 LS passes new Bill to decriminalise
biodiversity offences

12 ROAD TO 2047

12 Structures of impunity

12 WHOSE INTERNET IS IT

13 Gulf route to Pakistan

15 Voter has the right to know candidate
background, says SC 

16 DNA technology Bill: features, debate, and
why it was withdrawn

16 Safety limits to flying

17 Instant settlement of transactions: How will
investors benefit?

17 IMF raises India growth forecast for FY24 to
6.1%
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